When you need an extra hand in the shop
IDS Machining will help you with drawings, prototypes & production

When was the last time you had
a project that was not a rush job?
"Take your time", the customer says.
Don’t worry, IDS Machining can
help you. We have the right tools to
get those tough
projects done on
time and on
budget.
Our goal is to help
you with any stage
of the project where
you feel extra help
is needed.
Technical
Drawings
We can help you get technical
drawings (off the napkin) and into
the computer in a format that you
can see what the part will look like
before you spend a single dollar
producing it.
3-D Images
Design doesn’t look like you
thought it should. No problem. We
can make changes on the fly, redimension and re-construct the
project, saving you from needlessly
starting over and spending hours of
time recreating.
Prototypes
Prototype parts can be made in wax,
plastic, or metal and help you sell
your product prior to production.
Prototypes will look like the
finished product. This allows you
to re-check the concept to ensure
you're on target.

Tooling & Production
Need help with Tooling and Die
work? Perhaps you need a short
production run to test the parts
before placing that large order. Our
CNC Machining Centers can quickly
produce from 1
to 150 parts more
affordable than
you might think.
We are also
skilled at
creating complex
part set ups for
those special
projects, plastic
injection,
foundry work or other processes.
What we have to offer
IDS Machining would like to be
your off-site solutions partner. We
have over 25 years of experience
with: Injection Molds, Tool and
Die, Wire EDM Service, Sinker EDM
Service and more.
Our industry experience means you
can be assured to receive the quality
and commitment from a partner.
We have built a reputation over the
years for being honest, reliable, and
exhibit quality craftsmanship that
is hard to find elsewhere.
We use only the best computer
software, Surfcam® — one of the
highest ranked CAD/ CAM packages
available. Surfcam allows you to
import files such as: IGES, DXF,
CADL, STEP, DWG, ACIS and
Parasolids.

Give us a call first
We pride ourselves in personal
service, refreshing in today’s tough
business environment. As your offsite machining partner, we’re here
to serve your exacting machining
requirements.
Call now to see how we can help
you today. Tel.(801) 779-9662
√ PLASTIC INJECTION MOLDS
√ LOST FOAM MOLDS
√ THERMO FORM MOLDS
√ SMASHING DIES
√ FORMING DIES
√ SMALL LOT PRODUCTION RUNS
√ LOST WAX MOLDS
√ SILICONE INJECTION MOLDS
√ TOOL AND DIE
√ PROTOTYPES
√ FIXTURES
√ WIRE EDM SERVICE
√ SINKER EDM SERVICE

CALL TO SEE HOW IDS
MACHINING CAN HELP YOU
WITH YOUR NEXT RUSH
PROJECT.

CALL TOADAY!

TEL. (801) 779-9662
FAX (801) 779-9695
SALES@IDSMACHINING .COM
WWW .IDS MACHINING . COM

